When only the best will do...
Choose the Gold Standard.

Miniature Combination Valve with ISO 5211 Actuator Pad

Smaller in Size BIG on Performance
HOW DID HAYS FLUID CONTROLS IMPROVE THE QUIetest AUTOMATIC FLOW CONTROL VALVE?

WE MADE IT S M A L L E R!!

Y-BALL MESURFLO™ MODEL 2518 MINIATURE COMBINATION VALVE WITH ISO 5211 ACTUATOR PAD.

Compact and Lightweight Design.

IT HAS AN OVERALL LENGTH OF 4.5" OR LESS AND WEIGHS ONLY 1.2 LBS!

Mesurflo Design Features:
- Sizes 1/2” and 3/4”
- 21 Precise Flow rates:
  0.50, 0.60, 0.75, 0.88, 1.00, 1.13, 1.25, 1.50, 1.63, 1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 3.25, 3.50, 3.75, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00
- Differential Operating Pressure:
  0.50-2.75 GPM (2-80 PSID), 3.00-5.00 GPM (3-80 PSID)
- Union Inlet
- Body Pressure Rating 600 psig

Control Valve Features*:
- Cycle Life of Ball Valve Greater than 100,000 Full Cycles
- Modified Equal Percentage Cv’s of 1.1, 2.0, 2.6 and 3.0
- 300 psig Close Off Pressure
- Torque Less than 35 in lbs. at 300 psid
- Quick Opening Cv of 4.5 (no disk)
- Stand ISO 5211/F03/Y/D/9
- ANSI Class V Seat Leakage

* Refer to Hays HVAC Product Catalog for Compatible Actuators.

Mesurflo® is quieter than your breathing!
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